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How well do you know yourself?
The students of KG2 expressed this
very well during the culmination of
the EVS topic ‘Myself’. Each of our
little wonders created props and
spoke with aplomb and clarity on the
topic allotted to them. As a run-up
to
the
culmination,
children
participated in a range of activities
designed to consolidate their learning
on the topic.
The audience for the day were their
counterparts from Montessori. The
collaborative
effort
from
the
teachers, parents and children led to
a huge success of the show.

“The best colour in the world is the one that looks good on you.”

This quote was brought to life when the tiny tots of KG1 came dressed in
colourful outfits for the culmination of the EVS topic – ‘Colours’. The event
involved engaging activities like being little scientists, playing the colour bingo
game, painting, sorting coloured objects and singing songs for various colours. It
was indeed a exhilarating experience as the students demonstrated their
understanding by participating joyously in all the activities planned for them.

SPLASH
OF
COLOURS

We are unique in our own way,
and together we make a masterpiece!!!

“Animals ignite cognitive curiosity and evoke emotional responses
in children.”
The students of the Montessori Department were part
of activities and discussions around the topic ‘Animals’
during the month of July. They demonstrated their
creativity by making group collages in class.
The Seniors and Juniors spoke with confidence during
the ‘Show N’ Tell’ session. They brought pictures/toys
of animals to show their friends as they spoke about an
animal of their choice.

Rhyme and rhythm have a way of making children enjoy their
learning, The children were introduced to songs and rhymes on
animals. They also created beautiful artwork - drawing, colouring,
painting and origami. The nature walk around the campus was a fun
learning experience for the students.
Children took on the mantle of nurturers as they fed their pets at
home. This proved to be the ideal amalgamation of learning,
exploring and application.

“Helping others is the secret sauce to a happy life.”
The Value-In-Focus being help, children were made aware that helping
others, not only brings joy and happiness for themselves, but also for
others around.
Teachers also emphasized on how and why we should always be ready
to help our parents, grandparents, siblings, neighbours and friends. This
resulted in heart-warming sights of the tiny hands taking upon big
responsibilities both in school and at home.

Youth symbolize vigour, ideas, and
capacity that can change the world.

When the eager and ambitious young men
and
women
congregated
at
NPS
Koramangala for the first edition of
TEDxYouth@NPSKRM on the 30th of
July, 2022, it was a sparkling of brilliant
‘Ideas Worth Sharing’. Inspired by the
school’s motto “Reach out, Reach High,
and Reach Beyond”, the theme for the
event was ‘Reach Beyond’ where seven
dynamic speakers from eclectic backgrounds
shared their success stories of how they
‘Reached Beyond’ to make an impact.
The panel of speakers included:
1. Ms. Rida Tharana
2. Ms. Bindu Subramaniam
3. Ms. Renee George
4. Mr. Kushagra Sisodia
5. Dr. Mahantesh G K
6. Mr. Chirag Chinnappa
7. Dr. Melvin Matthews

Narayana Nethralaya conducted a seminar on
Myopia. Dr. Muttumeena, Pediatric Ophthalmologist
addressed the teachers. She revealed the next
future endemic could be Myopia hitting our next
generation. Due to the Covid pandemic, screen time
has risen and outdoor activity minimized, this could
impact the cases of myopia in children drastically.
She urged the teaching community to join hands to
flatten the myopia curve. She threw light on the
symptoms and treatment options of myopia. The
role of the teacher in reducing screen time,
increasing, 2022 Narayana Nethralaya conducted a
seminar on Myopia.

“Working with young children is so much more than just teaching and
supervising children. Educators work with children and families in a
way that seems effortless, however, In order to do this well they need to
be trained professionals with high level of skills, knowledge and
behaviour.”
Our teachers are constantly seeking Professional Development
to equip themselves to cater to the diverse and changing
needs of the students. Over the past 3 months teachers and
coordinators have clocked an impressive cumulative of over
200 hours of training. They will engage in such PD modules
through the year.

EY Bootcamp
to continually
upskill EY teachers
on actively engaging
early learners

Pedagogy for
Learning
to upskill teacher
on relevant
pedagogy

Self Paced
Learning
to continually upskill
teachers on learning
teaching methodology
linked to the NEP

LFTM
TGIF OH!
learning club for
educators

to help middle leaders
develop their skills,
pedagogy, practices
and leadership
according to role
specific requirements

A Montessori child was working
with
the
constructive
triangles.
A KG1 child was continuously
looking at the door.
The teacher then asked the child,
“who is standing at the door and
whom are you looking at?”
The child immediately answered,
‘Air’….

We will be back with our next edition in September.

The teacher asked "do you
know the name of this shape?”
The child answered,
sweets shape."

"Anand

